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Here I am again, writing a whitepaper. This one is different, I’ll give you that. Why does a token
that can’t be bought or sold conventionally or has no liquidity need a whitepaper? Seems wrong.
I won’t argue that. The Wrong Solana Token needs some ‘splaining. It may be difficult to wrap
our brains around it. I’ll give it a shot.

Basics

The Wrong Solana Token has a supply of 347,544,993 tokens just like the other tokens in The
Wrong Biosphere. None have been burned or sent to Nathan. At least, not by us. JoJo and I
hold 10M each in our personal wallets and the creator address holds like 94% of the total
supply. Go ahead and FUD that. I’d love it.
There is no tax on this token. Transfer it all over the place. You won’t be penalized.
There is no liquidity and it is not available on any CEX or DEX. This means, nobody can dump
on the chart, we can’t scam you, degens are now harmless, bots can’t touch it, and it really is
the safest token on Solana. We give this shit away.

Why would I want it?

Great question! You may not. You may have got some just because. Sorry about that. To be
clear, it's totally harmless sitting in your wallet. If you don’t want it, remove it from sight. But, you
should want it. I’ll tell you why in a minute.

History

Where did this idea come from? Also, a great question. Thanks for asking.

We created The Wrong Solana Token for purposes of research. That's how it started anyway. It
was lightly suggested through a failed Wrong DAO proposal to launch a Solana token.
Personally, I was against it. Based on my interactions with Solana, it is a garbage chain of failed
transactions, yeets, snipers, frontrunning bots, and error messages. I understand some people
are making money with Solana tokens but I don’t see how anyone could argue what I just said.

The question in the dev chat: Now that we have it, are we going to do anything with it? Because
of the metadata attached to the token in solscan (trash) which has since magically disappeared,
we started dusting wallets. The hope was that they’d see it in their wallet, look on solscan, and
follow the link to the website or telegram. Guess what? That worked a few times. Didn’t really
pay for itself though.



The question in dev chat was still the same. What are we going to do with it? Nothing? Some
bad ideas were tossed around and we got quiet about it TBH. Not to be a hero, I went for a drive
and had a stewpit idea.

Voice message (don't text and drive):

“Umm. Wrong Solana. Let’s launch that but let’s not add liquidity. What I’m saying is…ahuh…to
me it's a stablecoin. It is stable at zero. Why not…damn…why not have utility for something that
has a value of zero? I didn’t sleep well and this sounds crazy as shit but…I think you just
hearing that much, you’re kinda gonna click with it.”

A few minutes later:

“It is a bit of a honeypot but you can’t buy it. You can’t sell it, which I love. We can use it to
reward people for various things to help us. Once you get ….i dunno…25,000 tokens, you can
trade it for a Wrong Solana NFT. You know, give people a reason to want it. It’s better than
crypto.”

One minute later:

“All those fuckers that got the airdrop and are asking when it launches… Well, it launched.
There’s a use case for it. There is kinda a value for it. Probably won’t change. Want more,
participate.”

2 minutes later:

“I really think this is a crypto first. Haha, I’m starting to feel the weight of this. A Solana token
where no money changes hands. If there’s a purer crypto than this..can’t get scammed, there’s
no fuckin’ bots. It’s ahhhh…REALIZE WHAT I’M TALKING ABOUT HERE!

Same minute:

“Last one. I know I’m rambling. This is the wrongest idea in Wrongville. I mean…this
might…there’s something here JoJo. Hahahaha. I don’t even know how people would react to it
and that’s why I like it so much.”

JoJo’s reply:
I like it.
I do.
I really do.

So, off we went.



So again, why would I want it?

Again, you may not. All this negative talk is ok for a whitepaper where we aren’t trying to pump a
chart. If you’ve been around The Wrong Biosphere, you already know that we do things
differently. This is just another example.

Why would you want it? Why would you want it? Why wouldn’t you TBH. I have no clue why
people want things or don’t want things. The Wrong Solana Token isn’t for everyone but it can
do some good. By earning tokens through the learning things in the Wrong Academy or doing
basic tasks, or doing whatever, we are helping to spread the word about the entire project.
“Jay, don’t give me this kumbaya bullshit. What’s in it for me?”
You’re such a dick. In a nutshell (squirrel pun), if you earn enough to get a Wrong Solana NFT, it
will work like a Lambo NFT as it will receive rewards. At least for a while. Get multiple NFTs for
longer rewards. Rewards will be in Wrong Tokens or Wrong ETH Tokens. Are you happy now?
Fack.

We are paying you valued crypto to earn and hold Wrong Solana NFTs. It helps the whole
project because we are educating people and spreading the word about the other tokens you
may already hold in your bag. What is the downside here? Seriously!

Tell Me More

Like what? Everything is already on the website and I don’t really know why you’re still reading
this whitepaper. Quite frankly, I’m shocked you’re still reading. Matter of fact, say in our telegram
that “I read all that shit in the whitepaper.” and I’ll send you some Wrong Solana tokens.
This is how we win. In the details.


